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LAST NIGHT

ed the seriousness of the conflagration as soon as the company reached
the scene. The chief and assistant
chiefs showed their good judgment in
at once directing the men from allowing the flames to spread.
Several of the firemen narrowly
missed being seriously injured when
the front wall of the building occupied

MULHALL CHARGE

LOSSES INTO THE THOUSANDS
AND SENA,
AND LUJAN'S ARE THE
LOPEZ

SUFFERERS
BY

FIREMEN

Fpecfators of their danger, succeeded
in jumping back and clear of the falling bricks.
was made by the
A good move
chiefs when they directed that the
front part of Lopez and Sena's store
be torn clown. A large iron hook
to a chain was secured in
the brick near the top of the store
front. Twenty or thirty men pulled
with all their strength. The chain
broke several times and this neces-sitated one or two of the men plac-- j
ing their lives in danger as they were'
compelled to go within two feet of the:
burning furnace in order to repair the
chain. When the chain was repaired
the men started pulling again. With!
a roar and a crash the wall gave way
a
fnt,v!,v,i intn thn atrpwt
No one was burned when the wall

SEVEN ON

ROUSE

PROBE COMMITEE

Atchison,

Kn

FOUR HOURS

the most spectacular fires
in the history of Bast Las Vegas and
one which did enormous damage
on Bridge street between
Twelfth street and the bridge at an
loss to
early hour tins morning. The
dethe buildings and merchandise
between
be
to
stroyed is estimated
$40,000 and $55,000.
Juan Ortega's second hand store,
where the fire is said to have started;
the
Lopez and Sena's dry good store,
groand
Papen's
to
it
next
building
losses.
cery store, suffered the largest
deThe first two stores were entirely
by
occupied
stroyed. The building
gutted.
Almost
entirely
was
Papen
not
What of Papen's stock that was
water.
ruined
was
by
fire
destroyed by
The stock of J. Y. Lujan's feed store,
damthe building east of Papen's, was
The
extent.
a
to
water
big
aged by
to flood Lujan's
firemen
store with water in order to check
tothe flames from eating their way
stable.
ward Clay and Givens' livery
The alarm was turned in at 12:20
Edward Hart-grovo'clock thhv morning.
a resident of East Las Vegas,
had been attending the carnival. He
accompanied a friend named Lujan,
noticed a glare of light on Ortega's
front windows as they pass dthe store.
men
Hartgrove looked in. One of the
was
to
irregremarked that the light
ular to be from a lamp and an investigation was at once made.
The men had some difficulty in
of the
breaking open the front door
store. When the door was opened the
They
men could smell the smoke.
and
the
of
building
rear
to
the
hurried
discovered the flames. They attempted to extinguish the blaze but it had
once
gotten too big a start. They at
left the building and notified the fire
One o

were-force-

departments.
Most of the members of the Las Vegas fire departments were attending
the firemen's ball at the armory when
the fire alarm was turned in. The men
were dressed in their best clothes, but
when the seriousness of the fire was
seen by them they emerged from the
but
building they did not hesitate
exto
beavers
like
started working
flames.
the
tinguish
A few minutes after the fire department arrived it was thought that the
fire was under control. Suddenly the
flames seemed to take new life and
to the
they at once started to spread
Sena.
building occupied by Lopez and
but
efforts
their
doubled
The firemen
were unsuccessful in checking the
flames.
The water pressure was unusually
a valgood last night and this proved
fin.in
fire
to
the
fighters
uable asset
firemen
The
'out.
fire
the
ally putting
waconstantly played two streams of
but
that
fact
The
on
the
flames.
ter
two streams, were used, speaks well of
the firemen in at last getting the
flames under control and keeping
them from spreading to the livery
bfirn. Another fortunate thing about
Ink night's fire was that there were
no buildings west of Ortega's store
which were in danger at any time of
on fire. The firemen were
obliged to put their efforts to
v
checking the flames and keeping
t; i, from eating their way to the livery stable. If the flames had eaten
ti e:r way to the stable it is probable
'it that entire section of the city
wiild have been destroyed.
Too much cannot be said of the
brilliant work of the fire departments.
The heads of the departments realiz
i
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BULGARIANS

WILL ASCERTAIN IF LOBBY EXISTEO IN ANY FORM IN
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MOB IN

60 CANNONS

IT

S. FLAG

WINNIPEG, MAN., TRAMP-PLE- S
STARS AND STRIPES
IN THE MUD

MEXICAN FLAG IS TOEft COW
CITIZENS

AT TUCSON REMOVE
CONSUL'S COLORS AND HOIST
THE AMERICAN FLAG

yesterday near Velies (Koprili), according to the Sofia correspondent of
the Neue Frie Press. He says the
Bulgarian troops repulsed the Servian southern wing with heavy losses
and expect to occupy elles shortly.
The same correspoondent telegraph,
ed that a great Dattle extending over
an area of 50 miles is being fought
north of Saloniki, where 80,000 Greeks
are opposed to lOO.OOu Sulgarlans.
The Bulgarians had made a number
of minor attacks since last Monday
with the object of inducing the
Greeks to take the offensive. The bait
was taken and the battle .was begun.
The result is expected to be a deciding factor in the Greek and Bulgarian campaign.
The strategy of the Bulgarian commanders forced the Greeks to abandon several fortified positions. The
Greeks are now threatened by an
attack by a column of
30,000 Bulgarians advancing from the
south of Tahynos lake.

CONFLICT

I

WHILE SAVING

the Bulgarians and the Servians since

MENTS OF RETREAT

tUIN

j

j

FROM SALQNIS SCENE OF GREAT

rtlLiUbfUi

Bulgars and Serbs Fight.
Vienna, Austria, July 5. Desperate
fighting has been in progress between

WITH DEFEAT NEAR THEY FIRE
TOWN TO HIDE MOVE-

Washington, July 5 A "lobby'' i" ACCIDENT OCCURRED LATE THIS
AFTERNOON
eMigation Dy me iiousjo u tuvei
WERE SEARCHING RUINS, IT IS SAID
ticuiariy .viaruu m Viuihail's charges
that the National Association of Mau- ul'acturers "influenced present ana
Shortly afu-r 4 o'clock this afterfell.
but broad noon the west wall of the building
congressmen"
The firemen were forced to break former
door of Papen's Store "nough to cover am aiege louuy "c- occupied by Ortega's second hand
M lho
was
provided
weld'
a larfd iivitUa
hpfm'A
Annt
rrUn
congress,
store which was destroyed by fire at
1UO UUUi
HUH ttACB.
in'O v
wooden one and was substantially con-- j today by a resolution from the house an earjy hollr this morning, collapsed
a
structed. Several minutes were con-- ; rules committee. It would direct , pive children, who were buried under-sumeappoint-members
seven
neatn the touBg bricks and debris.
before the door was finally committee of
.were rescued, u is reared mat two
brnkpn rlnwn A stream of water was.ed Dy tne speaei iu
of Manutac-reardoo- others are still beneath the ruins.
taken into the building through the the National Association
other
organization or
Of the five rescued, two or three
It was passed through the turers or any
or person were quite seriously injured. Their
association
or
crowd of several hundred people that corporation
ageg ranged from 10 to 12 years. On
the fire was finally under control, "now maintain or nas nereis"
of in- account of the accident occurring at
the
purpose
a
for
tained
at
this
lobby
started
cheering
Many people
fluencing legislation by congress and such a late hour but few details perHowever, the wind
good news.
and report to what extent taining to it were learned.
to come ud a little and the. ascertain
. .
, i
i, i 11 1o,t1o1o.
.o0'.
Following the rescue the children
flames, fanned by the breeze, too k and m wnat manner u
or
affected
were
been
to
has
improperly
immediately taken to their
beion
new life and the fire appeared
look-- . prevented by reason of the existence homes.
Rubio,
They are: Hi'iario
time
it
this
At
spreading again.
to exist Gonstaio Garcia, Santos Marquez
ed as if the entire block was In dan-- ! of said lobby, if it be found
Moya and Tomas Ribera. A wo- cer of being completely destroyed, at all, now or nereioioio.
Walsh after an man by the. name of Mrs. Lorenzo Loet-and
Reed
Senators
their
doubled
f
the
firemen
Again
s& ftyt! :(.huve suffered .j.
forts and with the assistance of many eaxmination of the Mulhall letters, pezals
sub-- : broken foot
the
accounts,
accident,
by
expense
and
volunteered
who
from the crowd
their; telegrams
commit-- j
It is said that the children were
services the flames were again fought! poenaed by the senate lobby
nil
the hubs picking up bits
introduce
to
searching
determined
tee uave
back
or
ruined by tne nre.
ine
articles
the
before
as
firethe
testimony
of
the
of
arrival
papers
Shortly after the
were
wno
kuowu io nave ueuu
live
men it looked as if the whole block committee nexet week. Every oppor
to caught by the falling wall and, it is
would be consumed within a short tunity will be given to the house
two or three
others, were
their opinion examine the letters. Under a blanket feared,
time. People voiced
of
when it fell.
feet
it
within
several
house
the
that the firemen could do nothing to- vlause in the resolution
were crushed to the ground
They
author
have
would
plenary
ward checking the flames. Volunteers committee
with terrific force. The loud' crash
rushed Into Clay and Givens' barn ity to probe all activity past or pres and roar made
by the wall when it
a
cnari
and buggies, wagons and horses were mit. Respecting the specific
cries of the disthe
and
crumbled
rushed out In record breaking time, of Mulhall the resolution provides that tressed chuldren attracted the attenwhethfnmniittee shall determine
tion of several men, who at once
anim- er or not the lobby is "of the Nationas
the
to
the
horses
safety
ting
started
rescuing them.
als smelled the smoke and it was al Association of Manufacturers or the
Several men are now at work diginor
with much trouble that they were fin- association did in fact reach
ging the wreck away in order to
fluence, whether for business, politically brought from the building.
if any other children are under
The fire chiefs and their assistants al or sympathetic reasons, or other- the ruins.
deserve much praise for the way in wise, any representative and if so,
which they directed the men who were when, by whom and in what manner."
The resolution further provides that
placed under their charge. They were
MANUFACTURERS AND
or- the committee shall
inquire whethand
there
calling
everywhere
here,
inders to the fire fighters. They an- er money was used or Improper
DEALERS HAM) IN HAND
National
the
exerted
was
the
by
when
fluence
2:3
at
Oo'clock,
nounced
or
any
Manufacturers
flames appeared to be as' serious as Association, of
the defeat for
In years gone by it used to
they were an hour before, that the agent to accomplish
candirebe that a manufacturer's
fire was under control and that they nomination or election of any
would not spread to any of the other date for- congress, whether members
sponsibility for the things he
been employed by
made stopped with the sale of
adjoining buildings. As they said, the of congress have
s
accomplish-dangerouthem. But? that is no longer
flames were gradually checked and the the association for the
so. We are livinf in an age of
fent of any improper purpose whatever
period passed.
was
exerted
by
influence
whether
and
hard
and
are
men
"The
working
progressive and efficient business building.
well," said one of the chiefs, as ho any person to secure the appointment
committee of the
Manufacturers no longer conpointed to a number of the. firemen or selection of the
the signing of an order
sider
house.
the
hose
turn
to
to
them
motioned
and
from a reputable retailer as the
Chairman Henry of the rules com-- i
in another direction where the flames
the resolution to
climax of their interest and efcould be fought at a better advantage, mii.tee presented
reach-i
was
fort. And, what is more, the
"and deserve credit for the way they the house. An agreement
debate
of
an
hour
allow
some
to
progressive merchants do not
ed
general
are fighting the fire. However,
feel that they are good busi- - ,
amendment.
for
and
not
are
opportunity
of the spectators
showing
ness men unless they have
of
PennsylvaRepresentative Kelly
much notriatism to the city. A short
uu
agreed upon and put into prac.u
time ago we asked several to assist nm, prosi
tice some arrangement whereus in' moving a horse.- Only one orjtion, saying that the question was
both thw manufacturer and
of
by
instead
two responded. They should be only whether "this government
the retailer unite in the entoo glad to assistin any way they can. being by and for the people, has been
dorsement of the article in
especially at such a serious fire asi changed into one by and for dishonLe-- :
question.
business."
est
Representative
big
this."
By this kind of arrangement
The firemen remained at the scene vy of New York opposed the investi- offer their patrons
retailers
until after 5 o'clock this morning. The gat ion. "We have had enough inyes-- '
evidence of quality and
;
caus-said.
have
he
out.
"They
fire was then completely
Many ligations,"
a double responsireliability
.
of the firemen were forced to leave (Hi unrest and depression in the busi-that spells lately to the
bility
dethe
the scene and go to their regular r.ess world and have caused
prudent buyer.
work.
Others who could arrange it preciation of a billion dollars in secu-- !
who
And the manufacturer
went to their ho'mes and slumbered rities. The money trust investigation
wants to help his dealers, uses
oaused the death of on the greatest
a deserving rest.
local newspapers to bring cusand one of the .greatest
from
came
merchants
fire
the
lo
Many people
tomers to the retaail counter to
'
the dance at the armory and many benefactors in this country,"
ask for his product.
l ie con! ended no investigat ion was
others came from home with merely
Dealers and manufacturers
a wrap on to hide their night clolhep. necessary to vindicate the integrity of
interested in local advertising
There was great excitement as it was the house. Republican Loader Mann
for national products are inthought that the whole lower end of declared he had never met a lobby h,
vited to write to the Bureau
in the house.
He urged the
16 yea'-town would be burned out.
of Advertising, American NewsAs the fire grew hotter the people Investigation, hewevfjr. There was a
papers Publishers' Association,
World Building, New York.
running fire of speecnes, almost ail
of them In favor of the investigation.
(Continued on Page Eight)
-

25 MILES

mcmr

greater than at Kftkish, but they are
gradually retreating and the capture
of Doiran by the Greeks is merely a
question of aours.
"The victory of the ttreek division
at Nigrita also was complete. General Sotilles, commander of the Greek
division, has telephoned that a steamer be sent to Havros to embark a
Bulgarian regiment with ten of Its
officers taken prisoners at Nigrita.
"It is eaid that the Bulgarian troops
when they abandon the towns and
villages devastate them after massacring the women ana children in
a burborous manner."

GREEKS DEFEAT

BULGARS LEAVE

LETTERS

TO USE MULKALL'S

Run Into

CITY EDSTSOfi

IN GREAT BATTLE

atory to adjournment tomorrow night
A general
was held in the
KILKISH,
TO SEE IF "PRESENT OR PAST
afternoon, at which addresses were
IKI,'
INFLUCONGRESSMEN WERE
made by Ricimrd C. Wylie of Pitts.titer
of
Laidlaw
New
burgh, Dr. V
ENCED BY LOBBY"
York, and rn aidant R. B. Peery of

People

Debt and Others
Jump

5, 1913.

AFTER SEVERE BOBARDMENT BY
CONFERENCE
FINISHING WORK
BULGARS FLEE
GREEKS
5.
At
sectional
Portland, Ore., July
IN DISORDER
meetings this morning tne World's
Christian Citizenship conference began winding up discussions of reports
and dispose of other business prepar- TERRIFIC BAYOflET STRUGGLE

j

HUNDREDS VIEWED THE SPECTAFOR
CULAR CONFLAGRATION

JULY

she lost control of her motor cat
while driving, near here. The ma
chine turned over and Mrs. Kennedy's
neck was broken. Miss Anna Gordon,
who was riding In the machine with
Mars. Kennedy, was unhurt.

TO BE PROBED
BY

iC, SATURDAY,

WOMAN IS KILLED
Limon, Colo., July 5. Mrs. G. A.
Kenne'dy, aged SO, wife of a physician
of Limon, was killed last night when

by Ortega collapsed. The heavy brick
wall sounded no danger signal when
BLAZE ON BRIDGE it fell in. Several of the men were HOUSE RULES COMMITTEE PROA SERIOUS
VIDES RESOLUTION FOR WIDE
within 'several feet when the wall
STREET THREATENED THE
the
warned
fall
to
by
started
and,
INVESTIGATION
ENTIRE TOWN

.

a

LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH QERVICEj

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRE

BY FIRE HERE

WORK

Daily ftexim
Some

LARGE DAMAGE

GREAT

7i

Sunday

no change
In temperature

ORTEGA,

n
ill
i

GOVERNMENT TO TAKE ACTION
FLAG OF PARAGUAY'S CONSUL IN
SAN FRANCISCO
IS CUT
FROM POLE, TOO

New York, July 5 A sicry of the
Two incidents
Washington, July
battle between the Bulgarians and
of national
involving desecrations
Greeks at Kiikish, 2b miles north
flags which marked celebrations yes
of Saloniki, was received
terday are expected to form tha sub
by the
Greek daliy newspaper Atlantis today
ject of complaints to the state depart
ment though so far nothing has been
direct from Saloniki. It says:
heard from them. Tha affair at Win
"The battle between the Bulgarians
nipeg, Manitoba, involving tha trampand Greeks at Kilkisn ended at 10
ling of an American flag at a British
o'clock In the morning of July 4. The
parade probably cannot ba mada tho
the
complete defeat of
Bulgarians
basis of an official protest for the
after a severe bombardment of the
reason that international, law does
town by the Greeks, who carried the
not
guarantee tha protection of flags
of
the
the
at
place
bayonet.
point
of a foreign country except where
The town was then occupied by a
they are displayed over official build-Ingpart of the Hellenic troops while
their comrades continued the pur
how. In the Tucson, Ariz., incident,
suit of the Bulgarians, who had fled
Bulgarians Retake Town
where the flag over the Mexiever,
in disorder, leaving many of thel
5.
The Bulgarian
Vienna,
July
can consulate was torn down the
field guns and machine guns in the
troops are reported by the correspond state
department will feel obliged to
hands of the Greek victors.
ent of the Tage Blatt to have
the local authorities to make
require
"More than 60 cannos were capof
the
at
the
bayo
Ghevheli
poltn
a
proper
apology and amends to the
tured. Kilklsh was almost completely net after the Greeks had been In pos
Mexican consul if that can be done
The
48
hours.
destroyed by fire before the Bulgar- RORHinn of the nlace
without involving any official recogians fled.
Bulgarians are reported to be advanc nition of the Hnerta government,
The battle in front of Kiikish was ine on Egri Palanka where a great
which appears to be the great appremore important than any of those battle with the Servians is imminent
hension of the state department at
fought by the allies m the campa,gn
this juncture.
betweei "Turkey and the Balkan
.Cr;eks Make Capture.
states. The Bulgarians, who were
Saloniki, July 5. The Greek troops
Haul Down Mexican Flag,
much superior in numbers, had surtoday captured from the Bulgarians
Tucson,
Ariz., July 5. fhe hauling
rounded the town with defensive the small town of Lahana on the randown yesterday of a Mexican flag
feet
six
works and trenches nearly
It is
rnaA from Saloniki to Series.
over tho consulate of Alejandro
in lepth and very narrow, so that considered the most Important rest flying
was mada today the subject
Ainslie
their occupants were sheltered from tfnn and the key to Serres, which lies
of a report to tha Mexican embassy
'
the splinters of shells.
ahnnt 20 miles northeast.-- The losses at
Washington. Consul Ainslie also
"Firing started at 8 o'clock Thurs- on both sides were considerable.
made forma! protest to Mayor Hoffhad
day morning. The Bulgarians
man.
stationed their heavy artillery on the
Turkey Is Neutral.
Prominent Mexican residents hure
Vienna, July 5. It is announced are formulating a protest to ho sent
heights, from which they fired with
great precision, the distances having here fronton official source that Tur- to the state department at Washingbeen marked before the opening of key has agreed to remain neutral in ton.
hostilities. The guns first opened the Balkan conflict in return for the
On the morning of the Fourth tha
con
at a range of two miles. Their field concession made by, Bulgaria
Mexican flag was removed and tho
artillery was too much exposed in nection with the war indemnity.
American banner hoisted in Its place.
the plain below and they found it imIt was paid today that small toys
Attack Servian Town.
possible o bring it into action.
liiade the exchange, encouraged by
"The Greek Infantry received order
Belgrade, July 5. Bulgarian troops men from the street below. The con'
to advance by short rushes at double today attacked Zayetchar, a Servian sul asked the civil authorities that
quick so as to render ineffective the frontier town, according to reports the miscreants he punsbed.
was
marking of the distances by the Bul- iust received here. Tho tack
battle.
severe
a
Iremilsed
after
garian artillery.
Paraguay's Colors Down.
"By 11 o'clock the Bulgarians had
San Francisco, July 5. The na-TPROSECUTE AT ONCE
r:ome to the conclusion that it was
tional engJgn of Paraguay was cut
the
of
San Francisco, July 5. The West-- l yestGrdav from lt gfaI 0Q tho room
impossible to stop the advance
cases,
Greeks, so they started a great con-- j ern Fuei and
resUlellt of Kgtor j, caldron, con--,
flagration-alontheir front for a dis-- delay in prosecuting which resulted i" gul geuerai 0f Paraguay, in this city.
tance of over two miles in order to tte sensational resignation of L niteu during his absence. Consul Caldron
states Attorney McNab, will be tried ihad been BurprjS(jd earlier in the day
jhide the mevements or their army,
"The Greek ngnt mrantry m tneir:by three Bpecial assistants to tne .at-- ; by a vit.u from two mr.n w!l0 de.
kilts, however, rushed forward, dart- - torliey general. Word to that effect n,UIuled the flag be lowered,
ed through the circle of flame and
on tha
s re(.eived nuret oday by Benjamin.
don't go
"Foreigners
brought about the complete demoiisii- - M(.KinleVi arting Suited States attor-- l Fourfn; tkey said,
ment of the Bulgarian troops.
ThP ,.ntisiil pndeavnrert- to exr.lain
Attorney, General McRey-- j
"In the meantime the Greek artil- u.,,
that he had hoisted it in honor of
nobis.
J. the United States, but they left
lery had taken up a fresh position
Matthew I. Sullivan, Thomas
when a fierce cannonade was soon
and Thomas E. Hayden were convinced. Later a housmaid heard
resumed. In the meantime the Greek the
special assistants named by the a noise pa the roof and saw a man
infantry with their bayonets fixed had attorney general.
hurrying away with tha flag.
arrived within 30 feet of the Bul"Mr. Sullivan," the telegram stated,
garian trenches.
U. S. Flag Trampled.
"is to occupy the position of leading
"Then ensued a wild spectacle.
Manitoba, July 5. Ail
Winnipeg,
counsel."
Greeks and Bulgarians mixed togethwas trampled in til a
American
President
that
flag
fact
of
In
the
view
fl
n
h
fiirht.
er
' in a fnrlmio tlQn.t id
a mob mi an Amertorn
mud
and
senate
by
the
set
"At 5 o'clock on Friday morning the! Wilson has already,
attar-n- f ican who waved it was slightly injurStates
United
to
be
nomination
Bulgarian lines had been pierced, but
ed and also rolled in. the litnd ft
around Kiikish ney here, his appointment as special
th Wc-M- s
1 Moose
con-Jaw, Sask,. Into last ra;;nt, ac
office
caused
own
still held out It was oc upied by pne ass istant to his
cording to word received ner?
sidorable speculation
of the Bulgarian regiments.
t
The American, whose nsroa vim
"The Greek light infantry dashed
was resene-- hy h
ascertained,
SINGLE
IS
107,
MAN,
up the side of the hill to dislodge
earlier In the evening. T'w reLosi Angeles, July 5. Daniel Turn-er- ,
them and came into close contact
turned back BO AKOiJcnns
lics
residwar
civil
of
tha
veteran
a
which ended by the Bulgarians aban
v' U
celebrated ten;ptln;r to paraJ tho tfi
doning their munitions ana their ing at Santa Barbara; iho
f
The police
wounded and flying in disorder to his 107th birthday yesterday, thanks waving flags.
in;r.
in
single
to
remaining
his
with
tm
judgment
ward Doiran, further nortn,
Greek troops pursuing them without for his long life and apparent good
W i N c H L WITH
health, at this advanced ago.
pity.
Xew
Ycik, July
blighted by
"My lifa was never
"The trenches at Kiikish were' fill'it
never
I
former
pret
because
sickness
or
ed with dead,
worry
"pa Francis mi;
"The Greek army from Ghevmheli married," said "Un;lo" Dan,
iv.- r for the
"Married men dio younger" than
crossed the river Vardarl and mannwelvcsf.c
a
is
he
Mo;os
Sock
dpaih
northbachelors.
of
Teurka,
ing to the assault
a j r'ut.-- l dinvi; - c
west of Dotran. The resistance offer- come relief to tlto matt who
I'Me'fiC litniV.Vi.
ed there by the Bulgarians is much moUoru wil't.'."
.
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half came from the Philippine islands
and approximately a half million dollars worth from French Oceanic.
The fruits and nuts received in continental United States from its
territories Porto Rico,
Hawaii, and the Philippine island- samount in value to over. 8 million
dollars a year, of which approximately 4 million come from Hawaii (chiefly canned pineapples), over 3 million
dollars worth from the Philippine islands (chiefly cocoanut meat, broken,
commercially known as "copra.").

Rin StllTC

If

FOREIGN

COMMERCE
WORTH
DOLLARS
MILLION
THROUGH CUSTOM HOUSES
LAST YEAR

90

Washington, July 5. Fruits are a TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROMO Quinine
rapidly growing factor in the foreign Take LAXATIVE
trade of the United States. The value Tablets. Druggists refund money if
Grove's signaof fruits and nuts passing through it fails to cure. E. W, 25c.
Adv.
is on each box.
the customs houses of the United ture
ended
fiscal
he
year just
States in
approximates 90 million dollars, and
Is twice as great as that of a decade
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
ago. The exports of the fiscal year
1913 amount to 37 million dollars,
speaking in round terms, against 18
million in 1003, a decade earlier; and
Augustus Thomas Is writing a play
the imports approximate 42 million for John Mason
Mrs. Fiske will, tour the Canadian
dollars, against 24 million in 1903.
These figures do not include the trade northwest this fall.
with Hawaii and Porto Rico, which
Fred Niblo is to be seen in "Broadsent to continental United States way Jones" in Austrlla.
over 6Va million dollars worth of
Billie Burke will use "The Amafruits and nuts during tne last fiscal zons" again next season.
year.
George Bernard Shaw's new play
.Fruits exported are cnlofly appies, is called "Androcles and the Lion."
Blanche Rinsr is to have a new
prunes, apricots, raisins and oranges,
and go largely to Europe and South verglon of when Claudia Smiles."
America; while those Imported are
Eugene Walters is writing a play
chiefly bananas, lemons, olives, cur- dealing with the white slave traffic.
rants and grapes. The imports of
Raymond Hitchcock expects to apwalnuts, cocoanuts pear in a new musical play next seanuts, almonds,
and cocoanut meat are drawn prin- son.
Edward Sheldon's p'lay, "Romance,"
cipally from the tropics.
Of the 37 million dollars worth of will reopen in New York early in the
fruits exported during the year ap- fall.
mll-loMiss Edna Goodrich will be seen
ples alone amounted to about 11
about
which
in
of
dollars
value,
this fall in the title role of "Evan
8 million were in their natural state geline."
and about 3 million dried. Europe
A farce called "Kiss Me Quick," by
takes the bulk of appies both green Philip Bartholomae, is to be proand dried, having taken in 1912, for duced in Boston.
- hlch triod complete figures are at "Sweet Nell of Old Drury" has
s
of the total.
lund, over
been revived in London, with Julia
England Is by far the largest pur-cl'- Neilson as Nell Gw.yn.
er of the fruit in the natural
"Jealousy" is the name of the play
mil- - in which Mme. Polaire will be seen
st' - having taken in 1912, 2
ton Vnlars worth of green apples, in America next season.
s
of a million dol
"Joseph and His Brethren," seen
against
s
last season in New York, will be prolars vn- ''i v- - Scotland,
duced in London early in the fall.
of
n;!lion y Canada, and one-hal-f
Leila Hughes, who gained fame by
a million by Germany. Of the dried
apples ivpoited Germany Is fcy far her work in "My Little Friend," is to
the 'largest purchaser, navlng taken, be starred in a new light opera.
million dollars worth,
One of the new plays of the seain 1012, 21-worth
dollars
million
by
son
will be "The Fight," written by
114
agninst
the Xeteherlands and a quarter of a Bayard Viellers, author of "Within
million dollars worth by Be'igium. the Law."
Prunes are the next largest item in
Juliette Dika, well known to patthe exports of domestic fruits, rons of vaudeville, will assume the
amounting to over 6 million dollars in prima donna role in "The Honeyvalue In 1913, and of these Germany moon. Express."
is the largest purchaser, having taken
Sarah Truax, who retired from the
alio-i2 million do'ilara worth In 1912, stage several years ago on her mar
s
of a million dol riage, is to return this fall in "The
against
lars worth, by Canada, a half million Garden of A'llah."
do.'lars worth by France, a half mil"The Poor Little Rich Oirl," one
lion dollars worth by Belgium, and of the New York successes of last
a half million dollars worth by Eng- seasoji, is soon to be produced In
land. The growth In exports of London and Berlin.
prunes has been very rapid, the quanJoseph Coyne will have the leadtity exported in the current year ing part in the English comedy, "Genamounting to 110 million pounds, eral John Regan, when it is produced
against 66 million in 1903, a decade in America next season.
earlier. Raisins show a still larger! Donald Brian will have the leading
growth In exports, the quantity ex' part in the English musical comedy,
when it Is
ported in 1913 being about 28 million "The Marriage Market,
million in 1903. produced in America next fall.
pounds against 3
of
Canada takes more than one-hal- f
"The Headmaster," one" of the
the total exportations. Canned fruits plays to be used by Cyril Maude in
exported amount to about 6 million America next season, is by Wilfred
dollars worth In 1913, and these go T. Coleby and Edward Knoblauch.
ehlefiy to Europe.
Margaret Illington has signed a
Fruit imports, as alreauy indicated, contract to star in "Within the Law,"
are chiefly bananas, lemons, olives, giving up for this offer her proposed
currants and grapes; the banana
in "Kindling" for the third seaports for the fiscal year just closed son.
amounted to about 14" million dollars
Early in September George Arllss
and coming principally from Centra wijl open his fourth season in "DisAmerica tnd the West Indies. Fig- raeli." After a Boston engagement
ures for 1912, which do not differ he will begin a tour of the east and
materially from those of. 1913, show middle west.
from Jamaica 4 million collars worth,
"The Fair Highwayman7 is the
Costa Rica 2
million, Honduras a name of a new play which William
little over 2 million, and Colombia a Devereux has written for Lewis "Wallittle less than, half million dollars ler. The latter expects to try it on
vu.
The value of bananas import- his present Australian tour.
Thomas Dixon, Jr., author of "The
million dollars;
ed was in 1890, 4
iu 1900 a little less than 6 million; Clansman" and other plays of the
and in 1913, as above Indicated, ap- south, is writing a new play In, which
:!
11 million.
The lemon he will act himself next season.
pro;
,
1wpo.-.i.which amount to between 3
The authorities of cassel, Germany,
and 4 million dollars annually, 'come so it is reported, recently forbade
almost exclusively' from Italy, while the performance of a translation of
s
of the 2 ..million Eugene Walter's play, "The Easiest
nearly
dollars worth, of olives imported coirte Way," on moral grounds.
from Spain. The million and a ha'.f
Hale Hamilton of "Wallingford"
dollars worcli of currants importel fame, has been engaged for the leadcome pricinpaliy from Greece, the 14 ing part in the Drury Lane, London,
niilSion dollars worth, of grapes chief- annual melodrama
production next
ly from Spain, the nearly a million fall.
dollars worth of figs, and the half
Henry B. Warner will open his secmiiHmi dollar:', worth of dates chiefly ond season in "1'fle Ghost Breaker"
in Boston next Labor nay, and wlli
t'vi, m Trrfcy In Asia. Of the appro
i mutely
M million dollars worth of play continuously until the following
iii!t. imported, almonds are the larg- June.
William A. Brady will open bis
est sings--- item, amounting to over 3
million dollars In value, and these Thirty-nintstreet theater in New
came chiefly from Spain. The ap- York in August with "Believe Me,
proximately 2 million dollars worth Kanlippe," a farce' written by a Harof coneanuts in tho shell come chief- vard university student.
A farce by Edgar
Selwyn cIled
ly from iba West Indies and Central
Amwka, Jamaica and Trinidad sup-- ; "Newly Married" was produced in Atlantic City. It tells the story of a
tyi,-j! party 1 million dollars worth,
young couple who apply for divorce,
,,tl Colombia a quarter of a million
i,r:l. Of fhe 1 million dol- but. become reconciled and elope for
i
merit, broken a trfcond
honeymoon, pursued by
us ,v...r-;about one- - their relatives and We mis.
f
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Table Bookcase May B
Made by Amateur Carpenter
S2

left us many odds and ends and broken lines these must be closed out
and to do so we will continue to sell

Ail Suits, Coats, Silk, Wool. Linen and Lingerie
Dresses, Millinery and All Fancv Wash Goods at

ALF. PRICE
table are fastened on with screws, by which
the case and contents may be lifter
and moved when occasion requires,
Suitable handles, with brass screws
to fit, may be obtained at any ironmonger's at a trifling cost When
complete, the case can be stained a
nice dark green and afterwards vartailed together or fastened together nished.
A case of this kind will be found
with screws.
wood about half or extremely useful upon a writing table,
s
of an inch in thickness for the few books of reference that
should be used for the upper part, and are always necessary to have at hand,
for the base a piece of wood of at and in a bedroom also, placed, perleast an inch in thickness will be re- haps, upon the chest of drawers, It
quired, and it should be rounded at will be very handy for holding just a
the corners and bevelled at the edges. few of the favorite books that one
At either side small brass handles likes to have at hand.
colonial glass candle sticks or a set
of coasters with lemonade or Iced tea
glasses? Of trays there is no end In
shapes, prices and materials. Any girt
would like a set of clipping scissors
and magazine opener. They come In
brass, bronze and silver and a case
of three or five scissors is an always
welcome gift, as are jewel boxes and
work boxes in leather,
Gifts of hand work are best of all
and made from rare bits of brocade
and embroidered, picked up during
frequent trips abroad. Speaking of
bags, one can never have too many
and they are an acceptable gift to
either bride or graduate; those of
white hand embroidered or of Irish
crochet are fitting accessories to the
costume. A set of
popular
six hand-madtowels, a pair of pilWhat shall I give for a wedding low cases or a bedroom set in art
are all good and stationery
gift? And what for a gift to the
sweet girl graduate?
of all sizes, while the die Is a gift
These are the questions upppermost longed for by many a girl.
in the minds of most every one these
When it comes to personal gifts,
the liBt is too long to be given In a
days. Christmas and birthday presents are easier to select, as w e are apt limited space, but I heard an eighteen-year-ol- d
to know the individual preferences of
girl say "she just hoped
mir near and dear friends, but in ma- everybody would give her things that
king a gift that is to mark two of the she could not afford herself." Silk
most eventful occasions in life one stockings, for instance, was there ever
is often at a Iosb.
a maid with too many?
In days gone by teaspoons seemed
A good idea is for the family or a
to be the accepted offering to a bride; group of intimate friends to combine
once a young woman received seven and each give a piece of either turdozen. Afterward in confidence she quoise or coral, so the girl will have
said, "Of course, I suppose it's true a complete set. This makes the exthat one never can have too many pense evenly divided, and it is better
spoons, but how many other things I than each giving a separate article.
would have liked!" It just happened Desk sets may bo given in this way,
that she could not change any of the for It is more harmonious to have all
spoons, as all were marked, and all pieces match in form and coloring.
from friends who sent personal notes, Fans and hair ornaments must not be
saying 'they were just sure she would forgotten, and how about a real lace
be delighted with teaspoons."
handkerchief for either bride or
A woman of discretion and judgment who has given wedding presents
to several generations says that if
Wedding Menus.
the young peopie are going to houseSo many requests have reached my
keeping she gives a door knocker, for desk for suggestions for wedding reeven if the home is an apartment its freshments that I slip these
In.
quite the thing to have a knocker though it is contrary to our rules to
on the door; otherwise she gives use our valuable space for menus. I
candlesticks of brass, Sheffield or sil hope these will assist the many June
ver. Silver sugar tongs are a charm- brides:
ing gift not apt to be duplicated or
FOR A WEDDING LUNCHEON.
glass and silver dishes for sliced
Bouillon.
lemon with a
lemon fork,
Lobster Cutlets, Sauce Tartare.
Rolls.
an
tea caddy, In Sheffield,
Glazed Sweetbreads with Peas.
are good, as are all bits of Sheffield,
Egg and Endive Salad.
either old or modern.
Fancy Ice Cream.
Bride's Cake.
are
There
lovely sugar baskets and
Candied
Grapefruit Peel, Salted Nuts.
Individual salts and almond dishes in
Coffoe.
pierced silver, and several girls are
of
of
collections
sorts
al
little
ELABORATE AFTERNOON OR EVEmaking
NING RECEPTION MENU.
boxes in silver, brass and
Chicken Croquettes, Peas.
Sheffield. If we know the special fad
Lobster or Salmon Salad.
or hobby of our friends it is always
Sandwiches.
well to add to the collection as the Rolls Stuffed with Chicken Salad. But- ,
Rolls.
tered
opportunity presents itself.
Coffee.
There is no great difference beFrozen Pudding. Orange Sherbet.
tween graduation presents and those
Assorted Cakes.
given for weddings, but for the former
we may find very delightful books, SIMPLE AFTERNOON Oil EVENING
REFRESHMENTS.
with pages for class history, class
Chicken Salad.
and
all
the
of
Buttered Rolls.
photographs
doings
Strawberry Ice Cream.
commencement week. Such books are
Bride's Cake,
also obtainable for the bride, but one
should make sure that there are no MILITARY WEDDING RECEPTION
MENU.
duplicates.
Bouillon Served in Cups.
To go back to silver, there are all
Lobster in Ramekins.
sorts of tea strainers, cups in silver Cold Creamed
Sliced Chicken and Virginia nam.
Sandwiches.
holders, Jelly jars, cheese jars with
Olives. Salted Nuts. Radishea.
silver scoops, silver flower holders
Served In Yellow Cavalry Cups.
and handkerchief chains, such as our Ice Cream Cake
(decorated with crossed
Wedding
grandmothers carried.
sabers to be cut by the bride with
In china, who would not like bouilher husband's saber)
Punch. Coffee.
lon cups, compotes or salad plates, all
MME MERRI.
of which may be odd pieces? Then
there are wonderfuly clever bowls and
New Bracelets.
jugs in Inexpensive pottery for holding
If your forearm is white and ro'ind-ed- .
flowers; the shallow ones may be
it deserves the decoration of a
equipped with Japanese or glass flower holders. Instead of the omnipres- bracelet. Depending upon the s5zs of
s
ent
bowl, of which brides your income or of your earnings, you
usually have dozens, select one good may have a pretty and dainty bracepiece of rock crystal or a bit of let of filigree silver, of silver links
opalescent' glass; sherbet cups and and crystals or in silver bands joined
tumblers look well in the latter and by tiny chains in coral. Just a wee
beaufifuily-engraveone does not tire of them.
Nearly bit more expensive are the
every one has something of which
bangles in sterling silver
they make a specialty. For instance, and gold and a trifle beyond the inan industrious maiden aunt sees that come of the
wage earner
all the girls in her family are sup- (who is thrifty) are the snake braceplied with knitted wash clothes and lets in gold, set with amethysts.
bath towels, and a goodly showing
Tulle Scarfs.
they make, all tied with ribbon. A
box of fine toilet soap
Pretty little scarfs are made of two
accompanies
the handiwork, all done up in tissue long or short lengths of tulle, knotted
paper, banded with white satin rib- at the ends or ornamented with tasbon. A grandmother
each sels. They supply a little warmth and
gives
grandchild a silk quilt on the wedding a touch of color may be givfQ to the
day and an adoring aunt furnishes all costume by them, as the two lengths
her nieces with exquisite bags.
used together may combine a color
Thou, who would not like four with either white or
nek.
The making of the

useful

bookcase of which we give a sketch
Is extremely simple, and may be undertaken by the amateur carpenter
without fear of failure.
It can be carried out to suit requirements, and is composed of four
pieces of wood, which can be dove-
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All Silks and All Silk and Lace
will be continued for a few days
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It Is reported that Laura Hope they give better results than any othCrews .will play Beatrice to John er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
Drew's Benedick in "Much Ado About for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Nothing," in which Mr. Drew will
be seen next winter.
Phliip Bartholomae, author of "Over
N'ight," one of the best farces of reIf a substitute Is offered you for cent years, has written a anew comFoley Kidney Pills, it means a cheap- edy ca'iled "The Bird Cage," which'
er medicine Is pressed upon you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley will be produced early in September.
o
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer The scene of the play Is laid at
more than a cheap substitute, but
Beach, Cal.
Cor-onad-

'

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
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Frank
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Cunningham. President.
Springer,

Don't overlook the grave fact that
rheumatism easily "settles in the
heart," and disturbs the valvular action. The cure consists in removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
up and strengthen the kidneys that
they keep the blood free of poisons
and uric acid crystals, that cause rheumatism, swollen joints, backache, url
nary irregularities and disturbed heart
action. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Driving suitable devices it will sharpen knives, polish silverware, grind coffee and
freeze ice cream. Driving a washing machine it will do a family wash in ten or1
fifteen minutes, while you sit down and "take it easy " It can be made to knead
the bread, pump the water and sift the ashes. It is the most willing servant in
the world always ready to work at any time day or night, never complaining of
its surroundmgs.and never demanding half holidays and "evenings out." Our power
is ' 'on" every minute of the year the Electric Servant is ready for work at any time.
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FAMOUS

kets. The hunters were armed with
bows and arrows, muskets and long

BATTLE

ground

rifles.

UTAH EXPLORERS

the Sioux
Ono morning at dawn,
made an attack upon the big camp of
allies. The camp was stretched out
for several miles along the river and
the Sioux attack was made simultane-

or

INDIANS

LOCATE OLD
.RUINS'-

far into the heart of the great limestone cliffs. Death cave, which was
explored by the expedition, is a vast
cavern of dark halls and winding
passages, which pierces a great cliff
wall In Death canyon Nevada.
A
veritable forest of hanging stalactites
and standing
stalagmites frill the
wa'Is, ceiling and floors.
The most noted and largest of the
natural caverns is Leeman's cave,
west of Baker, Nev. This cave was
discovered a number of years ago,
but has never been thoroughly ex-- j
piored because of the danger of get-ting lost in the labyrinth of fortuous
inextricable ' succession of passages
and chambers which reach for mi'ies
into the dark sepulchral and
interior of the mountain
where the tapping upon a stalagmite
crystal produces a strange medley of
echoes throughout the cavern's vast
extent.
The expedition made son" 9 valuable
collections of petrified and fossilized
life forms belonging to remote
periods. Some excellent specimens of fossil sea animals were
found near Antelope springs.

DIAN MAIDE
51,050

0301

FOLLY EQUIPPFO AT YOUR

SEEKS OKLA.
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ously at all points. The fight lasted
two hours and hundreds fell on either
side. Th(. the Sioux withdrew just
FOUND WONDERLAND
OF NATSHE WOULD SUCCEED KATE BAR
SCENE WHERE 3,000 REDMEN LOST out of range and made preparations
URAL PHENOMENA OF SCINARD AS CHARITY
to renew the battle. The Omahas
THEIR LIVES LOCATED NEAR
VALUE
ENTIFIC
STANTON, NEB.
brought in all their outlying families
end prepared for a second attack,
Salt Lake City, July 5. The Utah
Vinita, Okla., July 5. AnnounceThe
Ada, OWa., July 5 In view of the which they knew was coming.
led
Prof.
by
archaeological
expedition,
ment
Historicby Miss Kate Barnard, state
Sioux buried their dead in the interT
fact that the Nebraska State
OVERLAND MCDEl,
Byron Cummings of the University
commissioner
of charities and correcIn
definot
do
succeeded
could
so,
val, but the Omahas
al Eociety has just
of Utah, returned a few days ago
Stan- as
tions, that she will not be a candidate
they had lost the engagement and from its first exploring trip of the
nitely locating, near the town of
ve
demonfor
battle
brings into the race
Indian rules of battle, demanded that, summer. The
ton, Neb., the site of the great
spent nearly
explorers
for the democratic nomination a youn.j
in which the Sioux Indians broke the they leave the dead on the ground.
two weeks investigating conditions
Cherokee woman, Miss Pearl Holder-mathat
Poncas
was
made
and
Omahas
attack
of
the
No
further
strength
in Snake valley, which covers a large
of northern Craig county, whose
the
and by killing more than 3,000 of
day and at midnight the allies quietly area In western Utah and eastern Ne
...
&
as an educated business woCo
trihoo
ffrtm
fn.n
MisJ..
llnnn
ability
the
started
for
and
struck
camp
vada.
Prof. Cummings has received
Ullles, reuuueu lucto
man
has
given her a wile acquaintsouri, where lived their friends and reports from Snake valley urging hira
their position at the head of the
ance in eastern Oklahoma. It has
Phjne Atain 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Props
Indians, to a secondary place fellow tribesmen. The fight continu- to make a scientific investigation of
a custom in Oklahoma
to
be
which
grown
never
emergafter
until
during
daylight,
ed
whence
again
they
from
what seemed to be vast ruins of an
politics to let the nomination for an
Then they extinct aboriginal civilization. It was
ed. All western Indian tribes speak they were not molested.
ffice
alternate between the west side
and"
to
rest
beakfast
to
the
of
one
have
greatest stopped
of this battle as
reported that ruins of large pueblos
and the east side of the state, and as
built of skillfully hewn s.tone were to
Indians, and a little while.
ever known between
Miss Barnard lives in western OklaAfter two hours' rest, camp was bro- be found and that numerous ancient;
more red men died during the three
Jefierson Raynolds, President.
MEXICO
the rule offers Miss Holderman
NEW
THE
as
homa,
But
continued.
enormous
similar
and
size
of
pereservoirs
ken and the flight
pre
days it raged than in any
E.
B.
Vic
President
canover
side
west
Ilallet Raynolds, Cashier,
an
Raynolds,
any
advantage
now soon as the line was stretched to its sumably built by hand, spread themriod of Indian warfare. Just
a.
B
didate.
canvice
catchDavis,
Pretident
H. Ei.Je Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
selves before the mouths of the
SCHOOL OF MINES
many Slous were killed can never be full length, the Sioux came on,
a
was
univerHolderman
Miss
given
Snake
in
formation
the
out
of
battle
tribe
range.
allies
of
yons
that
the
ing
known, but traditions
These reports and others led Prof.
sity education by her parents, through
are to the effect that 1,000 of their The Omahas and Poncas were surshe was born in what was practically
Andrew
women
of
men,
Cummings, accompanied by
AN EDUCATIONNAL INSTITUTION
warriors were slain by the Omahas rounded and hundreds
to
a wilderness until recent years the
the
visit
F.
and
Kerr
J.
the
Anderson,
killed.
of
were
VALUABLE
three
RENDERS
Finally
the
children
THAT
and
days
and Poncas during
old Cooweescoowee
district of the
which gave such promise of
country
lines
Sioux
on
the
TO
STATE
slain
SERVICE
of
broke
number
Omahas
through
The
fighting.
start
now embraces
which
new
and
Cherokee
nation,
reformed
something
Sioux
furnishing
iboth sides were, as nearly as can be and escaped. But the
world to exscientific
Marion
the
Her
for
county.
father,
ling
Craig
Mexico
School
Mines,
Indians,
of
New
the
The
4.000.
In
forma
fleeing
and
overtaking
ascertained, about
'
located at Socorro, is one of the Holderman, has long been a ranch
tion by which the site of the battle launched another bitter attack in plain.
Wonderland Is Found.
state's thriving educational Institu- man in northeastern Oklahoma. Her
was located, was obtained from the which it was estimated 1,000 Indians
The exnedition found the country tions. The school was founded by mother, whose maiden name was Mary
Bowman
killed.
L.
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
W.
were
Dr.
late
, .1
diary of the
nnlH.l T,Vlrtiiic- - act of the territorial
legislature of Cavel, is a Cherokee by blood, and
That night the Omahas camped near lo ne a wuiiumauu ui uauuoi show
of Stanton, who was led to study the
nomena. Careful examination
was not opened for the re- descended from illustrious forbears,
subject because of the field of skele- the present town of West Point, Neb., ed the reservoirs to be of glacial 1S89, but
ception of students in the various her daughter being a great grand
and it was here that the attack was
tons he found In the valley of the
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided
$35,000
rather than human construction, but 'lines of mining work until six years daughter of the renowned Cherokee
Excavations recently made the next morning. Chief Logan,
river.
none the less wonderful as later. Since then it has been render- Chief Little Turtle, whose name is
are
they
made near Stanton, in which hundreds of the Omahas, led a charge against clear cut and
stupendous examples of ing the state valuable service by fit- prominent in the histories and treaof skeletons were unearthed, substan- the Sioux in an effort to break through what was
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acwrought by the mighty ting its young men for expert work ties of the Cherokees and the Miamis,
the lines, but he was shot and killed
tiate the data left by Dr. Bowman.
waters that in
and
ocsubsequent
glaciers
allied
and
Miss Holderman's uncle, J. H. Covell,
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
mining engineering
The Poncas and Omahas, who lived and thereafter the retreat was a rout, plowed their way into ancient Lake
is the official Interpreter of the Cherocupations.
of the
on
flank
the
Missouri
Sioux
the
the
of
banks
the
hanging
In
o'i
together
Bonneville during the ice age
It has been and continues to be kee nation, and was an active demowere on the annual spring buffalo hunt, fleeing Omahas like wolves. Lone America.
the
policy of the board of regents cratic in Cherokee tribal politics.
in the year 1848, when there were few Foot had taken command after Logan's
One of the reservoirs near Smith-vill-e and the
faculty of the school of
Miss Holderman has large business
Omwhite men in all Nebraska. There death and there was nothing the
is 16 feet deep and covers about mines to maintain a standard of re
and her experience
run.
responsibilities,
but
do
could
500
ahas and Pancos
were 1,000 Omaha warriors and
140 acres. Like all the others, it is
quirements for graduation at the In- more than a match for most men. Be' In
noon,
until
exold
continued
massacre
The
were
4,000
addition
bank
braves.
its right 'atera'i
stitution fully as high as that at the cause of her father's impaired health
men, women and children who were when the Sioux withdrew. Three tending over a half mile back and foremost institutions of the kind In
she manages his cattle ranch, direct
of a
taken along to cure the meat and pre- thousand Omahas and Poncas were the left bank fully
the country. How well this policy
I
ICO
lefined
ing every detail, including the race of
bodies
covers
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return
and
at
clearly
Another
the
mile.
ourney.
dead,
Gandy
pare it for
has been carried out is shown by the a herd of bloded cattle. This
young
These Indians and the Sioux had the line of the retreat of the allies. acres; it is 11 feet deep and one of fact that many of the graduates of
been at war for time immemorial. In It was five years before the Omahas its banks more than a mile long. our own institution now ho'id respon- Cherokee woman owns a thousand
IS MADE FROM
acres of land in her own name, all of
fact, the Sioux were always at war and Poncas found heart to revisit the Some of the farmers at Gandy are sible positions with the leading minwith every other nation within strik- battle field. In, the meantime, Dr. taking steps to use this reservoir for ing companies of the United' States which is in a high state of cultivation.
of the
Her industry and determination are
ing distance. The Sioux was against Bowman had passed that way and see- storing irrigation water. Many
and n comparison with that of young
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
all men and all men were against the ing so many thousand skeletons, had reservoirs could thus be used, and Mexico, and that in no case has the such that in three years she finished
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a
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years
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Sioux.
learned of the great battle.
quality of their work suffered men
The burial party of the Omahas with which to fill them.
But the Omahas and Poncas were
from other schools of the country.
The men who had seen what they There has; always been a lively de- The Difference Between "The Summer
far from the Sioux country four or worked for weeks, gathering the bones
were
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
five hundred miles, and they were not of their tribesmen. Then they dug supposed to be ruins of pueb'ios
mand for their services.
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to
locate
again,
The courses of study heretofore of- time" the latter is too often dragging
expecting an attack of any kind. They one great hole and with Indian cere- unable
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are
that
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probable
believed the Sioux to be in Montana monies lasting seven days, they buried
fered at the New Mexico school are around nervous, run down, tired ouc,
cent walls, since there is no evidence Mine Engineering, Mining Geology, with, aching back and weary limbs,
hunting buffalo. Instead, 4,000 fight- all in one huge grave. Later, they
and wretched. Often u is
of a pueblo cu'ture in that region.
Metallurgical Engineering and Civil sleeplesstrouble not female trouble
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next
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without women, children or baggage, tons and buried these in a smaller
Kidney Pills are a direct and
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.were on the trail of the Omahas and grave. When the town of Stratton
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able affair and lively In nature. Delicious refreshments were served during the evening. Those present were
guests of honor Miss Katherlne
Drake, Miss Katherlne Frisbie, Mr.
and Mrs. A. C Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. R. F. John-
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The Friday Afternoon Bridge club
this week as the day
for the meeting was on the Fourth
of July.
'
The Fish Walk
Can you do the Fish Walk?
If you are going to the seashore
this summer you must learn how. It
Is the newest and therefore the most
popular dance at scores of resorts
along the coast. It is the rage everywhere from Old Point Co'hifort to Bar
Harbof.
Ot all the new dances that have
become popular during this season of
dance madness the easiest to master
is the fish walk. The tango and the
Boston are only for experts;
the
Texas Tommy and the horse trot for
those who can lead their partners
through a maze of open dancing.
Even the turkey trot and the one
step, as its reformed version is called, require some skill. But the fish
walk well. If you can keep time to
mnsio you can dance it without even
a lesson.
The fish walk is the very newest
of the new. It was devised for those
who found the turkey trot too intricate.
Like most of the new dances it is
dcaced to ragtime. Unlike the others,
however, It has no sudden twists or
turnB.
Not once do the dancers
change their positions.
They move
in straight lines up and down the
did not meet

World.
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OFFICERS

THE STATE ENCAMPMENT
HELD IN TRINIDAD,
ENDS TODAY

BEING
COL.,

'

Trinidad, Col., July 5. Delegates to
the sixth annual encampment of the
United Spanish-AmericaWar veterand
ans, department of Colorado
Wyoming, and members ot the ladies' auxiliary iu session hero, planned to wind up the business ot tlie
encampment tarly mis atternoon in
order to enjoy the entertainment proIn
vided by the local committee
charge. Excursions in and about thQ
city have been arranged and a reception and military ball tonight will
conclude the encampment.
Officers were elected as follows:
commander, Wr. D.
Department
Warren, Trinidad,
vice commander, O. A. Mul-niPueblo, Col.
l
Junior vice commander, F. II.
Denver, Col.
Inspector, H. W. Hammond,' Puebn

r

Kos-cha-

lo, Col.

3i '

floor.

wak

Judge advocate, H. O. Neville, Denskippiiig step, the ver, Col.
man advancing sixteen, counts and
Surgeon, Dr. James G. E. Spey,
retreating sixteen counts. The part- Trinidad, COI.
ners then take four sliding steps to
Chaplain, A. H. Jordan, Colorado
the right and four to the 'left and
a
of
Las
Yesterday morning
party
Springs Col;.
Marshal Walter Merrill Loveland,
Vegans left in autos for the Valley then repeat the sixteen counts forn
,
Col.
ranch where they will spend the week- ward and backward.
The fish walk is danced entirely '' Commander Warren announced the
end. Those who. made the trip were
on the toes, the body moving only;
:
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham, Mrs.
following appointments:
is
from
head
the
waist
the
downward;
BB.
Caude
,
of
Chief
West,
staff,
F. Thompson, Miss Youlse Cunnning-hamheld high and the tempo is pitched at Pueblo, Col.
Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss
a lively gait. The music runs along a Adjutant, F. C. Dettlebaugh, TriniEmma Tamme, Miss, Mary Harris, Mr.
to a straight tune, gay and cheery, dad,- Col.
William Springer, Mr. John Harris and
with, of course, the fascinating syn
Quartermaster, B. E. Gregory, TrinMr. Donald Hart.
copatlon which has distinguished the idad, Col.
dance music of the laBt few years
Historian, L. F. Paull, Denver, Col.
As nearly every one dances the turThe employes of the Gr&af and Hay- The next department encampment
ward firm this week presented to their key trot end the Boston differently, it will be held in Denver.
employer, Thomas W. Hayward, a is to be expected that the executidn
handsome gold headed cane as a gift of the fish walk will a'iso be a met-te- r ROBBER SERIOUSLY
WOUNDED
of temperament.
The dreamy
in honor of Mr. Hayward's
Atlanta, Ga., July 5. Barricaded in
and graceful are at liberty to develop the
birthday.
at Kirkwood a suburb
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Captain and Mrs. T. H. Holmes, who
have been spending the past year on
the Pacific coast, arrived here today
and are the guests of their daughter,
Mrs. C. H. Schlrme.r.

4
Engagement Announced.
Mrs. Henry Levy announces the engagement of her daughter, Miss Pauline, to Mr. Meyer F. Glaiier.

those slightly perceptible sinuous
movements of the booty which betoken
the artist. The more robust and less
pliable are not called upon for any
of those fine points which, unfortunately for them, are essential in some
of the dances popular at present. The
only rules to oe observed will, probably, be those threatened
by the
of
United Professional . Teachers
Dancing, who have instituted an ordinance to purify the ferpsichorean

'

postoffice
where he had blown the safe, J. W.
Johnson" fought constables and citizens early today until he fell probably mortally wounded by a bullet.
Johnson said he came "rom

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggists will refund money
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of itching, blind, bleeding or protruding piles in 6 to 14 days. Adv.
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inventive, and may yet rival the tango, which boasts ot 45 different steps.
At any rate its name will make it
popular at beaches.
There is little posslbirrty, however,
of the new dance replacing the tango,
or the still more popular turkey trot.
It is too simple for experts, though
a boon for those who declare they
cannot lance. Given an average
sense of rythm, the fish walk presents no difficulties. New York

Mr. and Mrs. W. Morants are at
home to friends after today. Mr. and
Mrs Morants reside at 9lKi Third
..'
street.

Tuesday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Charles O'Malley entertained the Mozart Violin club in honor of Miss
Selinger, who left this week
for the east. The evening was pleasantly spent in playing five hundred,
after which dainty refreshments were
served.
Those present were Miss Katherin
Selinger, Miss Nellie Parnell, Miss
Thelma Coman, Miss Leona Greencjay,
Miss Virginia Floyd, Miss Ruth Selinger, Walter Kolbo and Charles Fanning, all members of the club and
Miss Hazel Webb and Miss Mae Murphy of Raton.
V 4

1

1

art. All dancers are to be compelled
to be at least six inches apart while
ou the floor, and city councils are invited to enforce this new rule. But
In spite of these regulations, the fish
walk leaves ample margin for the

Miss Madeline Veberlie, formerly a
teacher in the Norniay university
here, stopped Friday evening i for a
few days visit with .fudge and Mrs.
E V. Long on SeveufV street. The
many friends of Miss Veberke will
be pleased to learn that she stood
highest in grade at an examination
of 4400 teachers at Los Ange'ies.

son, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Witten, Mr.
and Mrs. C P. .Trumbull, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Ho'it, Miss Mary Tipton, Miss
Tessie Devine, Miss Mossy York,
Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Gladys
Gibson, Miss Emma Tamme, Miss
Rebecca Henr'quez, Miss Phoebe
Hart, Miss Mildred Brown, Miss Mary
Harris, Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss
Louise Lowry, Miss Marie Clement,
Miss
Clement, Miss Anne
Lucy
Betchelor, Miss
George, Miss Nell
Marie Mann, Mr. Richard Devine, Mr.
William Springer, Mr. L. W. Springer,
Mr. Leo Tipton, Mr. John Harris, Mr.
Donald Hart, Mr. Frank Ettinger, Mr.
Cowell, Mr. Cecil Boucher, Mr. Colbert C. Root, Mr. Herbert Gehrlng,
Mr. John Rudolph, Mr. Wallace Wat- Enjoyable Card Party.
son, Mr. Frederick Drake and Mr.
Wednesday evening Mrs. H. R. Mo
Kee entertained a number of friends
Clyde Hench.
at a card party. A very pleasant
evening was spent. It was closed by
Normal Lecture
All the citizens of T.as Vegas are the serving of delicious refreshments.
Invited to be present at the Normal Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Mr and Mrs. Paul McCor-mlcSunday afternoon at 3 o'clock to hear Spiecher,
Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Co'ies, Mr.
the lecture on Arnold Bennet which is
and Mrs. Walter Hayward, Mr. and
to be delivered by Mrs. Ida Kruse
Mrs. C. E. Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. H.
McFarlane of Denver University. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Williams
Mohr,
McFarline has lectured before the
and Mr. and Mrs. H. R. McKee.
summer school for two summers and
V V

Marriage
Ciid ol 'djo pretties and most iniyres-fcivwaudmys of1 the season occurred
Entered at the postoffice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- msi Wednesday evening at the
mission through the United States iiieihodist Episcopal church when
iUiss May Cecil Sliclott was united In
mails as second class matter.
marriage, to Mr. Joseph Ray Montgom
of Seattle, Washington.
ery
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
The
ceremony ; took place at 5 o'-- , ciatd. In church circles she will he
Carrier
Dally, by
clock
and was witnessed by a large greatly missed, as she has held posi1 .05
far Copy
many of whom were lifelong tions of responsibility in the Sunday
.15
...
audience,
One Week
.65 friends of the bride. The church had scnooi; t.pwortn league ana cnoir,
One Month
7.5C
beautifully decorated for the oc- - ing a most successful director of the
One Year
casiou
Mall
by the chorus choir of which chorus choir of the First Methodist
Daily, by
.
J6.00 the bride bad been director for over Episcopal church. The bride's going
One Year
- 3.00 a year. To the soft strains of Lohen- away costume was a tailored suit of
Six Months
white Belford cord. The groom ); a
grin's wedding march, played by Mrs.
young business man of Seattle,
rising
attendants
Mabel E. Hall, the bridal
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
where he holds a responand
Washington,
solemn
procession
entered the
GROWER
sible manager of the shipping departaltar
the
about
themselves
One Year
..2.00 groupedbeautful
for a
setting for the event ment of the Wniton Wholesale Hard$1.00
Six Months
ware company. Those attending the
to
take
about
place, Messrs. Campbell,
of wedding from outside the city 'were
role
the
filled
and
Koogler
Schoeny
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- usher3 with dignity and grace, while Mrs. C. W. Heywood and little daughtions.)
the bridesmaids, 'Misses Ruth Schlott, ter of Evangeline, La., a sister of Mrs.
Remit by draft, check or money or. Mary Hansen, Margaret Hill and Merle Schlott and Mr. and Mrs. S.' A. Conder. If sent otherwise we will not Schlott, the latter being maid of hon nell and family of Denver, Mrs. Con- has made many friends in this city.
nell being a sister of the bride.
It is hoped that the auditorium of the
be. responsible for loss.
or, rivalled with their youthful bloom
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sweet and tender
June was a most successful month, Harper, first violin; Edward Johnson,
manLove," in their usual delightful
At the recent convention of the ner. The bride was beautifully attired the weddings coming so fast that it first violin; Everett Tipton, second
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their daughter, Carolyn, who recently
oC on enterprise which was
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It was there that she made the Dancing
Last Wednesday evening at the graduated from the Central Hle'i
only a business. But for lege.
of Mr. Montgomery who
Cunningham residence Misses Helen school of Cleveland, Ohio, flud who
Tiny (looatis, before tliere were so acquaintance
a
also
is
graduate of that Institution. and Louise Cunningham entertained has ust returned from a ten months'
i
y "grmt (laiiii."?," the country pa--I pva been
in ohedl-- f Mrs. Montgomery lias held, the posi- at a dancing party a number of their stay in the east. Many friends called
,
t.Just 08 tion of stenographer for the Las Ve- friends In honor cf Miss Katherlne during the evening to congratulate
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and1 Miss Miss Greenberger
on her recent
' - " I ? i .r i' :it 'Can f .( eral yesrs, wIxtq her tsMll and lousi- Katherlaa Frist) Is of Boston. The achievement. Delicious refrcshnu it
ness ability have Leeo greatly appre- - evening proved to be a most enjoy-- were servea
j
during tne
Schlott-Montgomer- y

Enjoyable Party
Last Thusday afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Tooker entertained in hon
or of the fourteenth birthday of their
daughter Harriett. Outdoor games
were played' during the afternoon.
When the time for refreshments came
the crowd was taken in an automobile to Potter's and served with ice
cream and candy. Those at the party
were Gretchen Marselle, Ruth Zingg,
Nellie Parnell, Juliet Kaufman, Mil
dred Myers, - Isabel S'traussen, Essie
Pepperd, Violet Hoffman, Ruth Powers, Margaret Larkin, Catherine Lar-kiGrace Linberg, Dorothea Carroon,
Tthel Danziger, Helen Danziger, Alta
Fishburn, and Dorothy Hermann. Several guests were from out of town.
The list of out of town guests was
as follows: Eleanor Wemple of New
York state, Ethel Galdstein of Mora,
Kathleen Haywood of New Orelans,
and Mildred Harris of Albuquerque.
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TOOK UP BATTLE CHALLENGE
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Statement Not Understood
Speaker"
But Ancient Rival Could Not Let

HIDDEN MONEY DANGEROU

Choir Loft

When "Big Tim" Ryan returned to
the Nineteenth ward of Chicago after
a trip around the world, he was called
of henchupon to address a meeting
There were
men in his bailiwick.
his
present, however, others besides forloyal admirers, and it was for. the
mer that "Big Tim" saved the sword
thrusts of his salutatory.
"When I saw the Statue of Liberty
"my
again," the orator proclaimed,
heart thrilled. When I saw the smoke
of Chicago once more my soul recame home
joiced. But it was when I
to you, boys, here In the Nineteenth
that I knew the greatest joy of my
life."
Then it was that he beard the contemptuous snort of old John McAlpin,
his ancient enemy. It stirred him to
debattle, and he continued, flashing
fiance to the back rows, where the
McAlpin clan held a rival fort.
"But I find, alas, that while I have
hppn untie from you Apathy has come
into our party, into the Democracy of
the. Nineteenth."
In an instant old John was on his
feet. With, his arm upraised he compandor! nttPTitinn. crying down the
he
speaker. "I tell you, Tim Ryan,"
shouted, "that the man you're blackguarding has as much right in the
party as you have."

Statistics show that the percentage of money lost outside of banks is greater than that lost through
bank failures ly over 40 per cent, and yet people will store their money away in stockings, bureau
drawers, mattresses, carpets, etc., waiting for the thieves and flames.

--

Rosenwald returned yesterbeen
day from the east where he has
visiting.
Mr. M. S. Glacier of Socorro is in
town visiting his sister, Mrs. J. A.
Taichert.
Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlen of Denver,
araccompanied by her mother, will
rive this evening.
Mayor R. J. Taupert left this evening
s
for Colorado where he will be on
for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Remly of Colotor! a
rado Springs are in Lau Vegas
lew months' stay here.
J. Asselin of Albuquerque came in
busiyesterday evening for a few day?
Las Vegas.
ness visit
W. O. Bourne the Ford auto man
has gone to Denver on a business trip.
He went ina Ford touring car.
Miss Vernice Rhodes left this after
noon for Colorado Springs, where she
intends viisting friends and relatives.
Mrs. J. B. Cook and some came In
from San Miguel yesterday. They
left today for their home at that place.
A. F. Morrisett of Albuquerque, was
a business visitor in Las Vegas yesterday from his home at the Duke
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HOW IT WAS

the largest Island of the
Thilippine group, Is graced by a chain
of volcanoes, extinct Rnd active, from
north to south. Many of these have
subterranean connection, so that when,
i
one turns loose its fury it is Just
(possible that a sister many miles away
j will
do the same. These volcanoes
have a commercial value to the is-- ;
lands, and if it were not for the havoc
they now and then create they might
be looked upon as veritable blessings.
It is the volcanic ash from these
mountains that produces fertilizer for
the finest hemp in the world, and the
.world's hemp supply comes solely
from the Philippines.
Mayon volcano, in Albay province,
outhern Luzon, is one of the most
"How did yo' al get yo' nose bust
beautiful active volcanoes in the
edr
from
certain
it
Viewed
points,
jworld.
"I done slipped down an" plumb 11
injis a perfect cone, resembling an
on
my back."
serted letter V. Mayon is constantly
name o' goodness, sah! yo
"But,
the
lies
burled
at
its
base
and
active,
located on yo' back."
nose
isn't
but
of
with
old
town
nothing
Daraga,
an' needer was Bruddei
"No,
sah;
stickthe old church roof and steeple
Jones."
ing above the ground today. The
town of Legaspl, one of the largest
hemp ports in the world, also lies at
MISUNDERSTOOD HER
majestic Mayon's base, on the Gulf
of Albay, a body of water, which
legends say "has no bottom."
Americans, among them
Many
some noted men, have reached the
summit. But a flag supported by an
iron staff placed there by one party
was soon destroyed by sulphur fumes
abot up from the crater. The moun-tai- n
rises to a height of over 8,000
leet, and many interesting photos of
the crater have been made by the
Philippine bureau of science.
This volcano is one of the most
Interesting to be found anywhere in
the whole world, by all reports.
'Technical World Magazine.
(

Luzon,

j

'

'Devotion Almost Sublime Exhibited
by Harold After a Test That Was
Really Severe.
She knew how to take biscuits. But
that was all, for she bad only spent
two years at a cooking school before

recent marriage.
she cried. "I'll give
Harold a surprise. We'll have a bis

Cher

"O, goody!"

cuit

suDDer."

ing

room.

Harold came home early as he had
every day since they started housekeeping. He kissed her as they met
1n the vestibule, then in the hall, the
ante-rooand so on out into the din

ROOMS

FOR
RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.

cent per line acn insertion.
Eatlinate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less splice than two
lines. All
advertls mtntt charged
IMPULSE
THAT
OBEY
will
be
at epace actually
Booked
of
Instead of the daily torment
weak back, backache, sore kidneys, without regard to number of word
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey Caah In advance preferred.
that imulse to take Foley Kidney Pills.
with nature, which
They
accounts for their success In all kidney and bladder disorders. They are
strengthening and tonic.
healing.
and give
Obey that impulse today
them a chance to help your. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Five

,

Adv.

The Best Medicine In the World
"My little girl had dysentery very
bad. I thought she would die. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy cured her, and I can truthfully say that I think it is the best
medicine in the world," writes Mrs.
William Orvls, Clare, Mich. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
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Traveling; salary and
expenses or commission; must be
active, ambitious, energetic; splendid opportunity; former experience
not essential. Landmark Cigar Co.,
Denver, Pa.
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AMD

SIGN PAINTING

HER. MAN

N. O.

429 GRAND AVE.
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four-cour-

Fish Fighting Popular Sport.
Were some one to tell you that so
far as gameness was concerned you
had all the vitality and spunk of a
fish, you probably would believe he
was either Joking or intended to insult you, yet such is not the case, for
there are fish that are game, spunky,
and possess great vitality.
The particular fish mentioned is
the Malayan fighting fish, known genbut
erally in Siam as the Pla-Kaelsewhere as the Betta Pugnax. These
fish are bred in Siam and some other
countries just for sport, and their
ability to fight means much to their
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is a veritable fighting
"What kind of a season are we go- The Pla-Kcock of the deep, and It is an inherent Ing to have, Uncle Abner?"
EH
"Well. It's awful hard to say as to I
trait with it to fight rather than to
cat. At some of the big contests, that. You know it depends a hull lot 1 5
when the best fish are pitted against on the weather."
I I
each other, thousands of spectators
gather to see the contest,, and small
UNKIND INFERENCE.
'fortunes often change hands om the
U1
result.
Truth Made a Hit.
The late Senator Marcus A. Hanna
jtUwaya delighted to tell a stdry on a
Cleveland friend in the iron
business In that city.
This Iron merchant, according to
iSnator Hanna, was in New York
a bond Belling mission for a eub-,- i
iidiary company In which he was in
11,1 "
terested.
The aid of a well known Wall street
"ifirso wan sought end the jcad of
,
T-nn
I
i
kh firm was nngotl.iting for the bonds
willi the Lake City man.
"Where do you live?" suddenly
rested the Caancicuf of the
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avenue, Cleveland,"
"Lakewood
the quick response
"Ccme on out and get a drink," said
ita capitalist. "You are the first
iti,n I ever raet la my lite Irons
"I.'vflnd who did not claim to Uve
EacIM avenue."
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LODGE
A.

A

M.

NO. 2, A. F. A. L.
Regular com-

Meets second

O. O. MOOSE

fourth

Thursday

5

Reg-qV;ia-

San Miguel County, New Mexico.

H
George H. Hunker Chester A.
ELKS Meets second and
Attorneys-at-Lafonrth Tuesday evening of eacb Las
New
Vegas.
month Elke home on Ninth stre?'
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothDENTISTS
ersare cordially lnvltetL. Got. Wm.
J. Mills, Hxalted; Ruler; Bt W. ConDR. F. B. HUXMANN
don. Secretary.
Dentist
COUNKNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS,
Dental work of any description
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and moderate prices. fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, Room 1 Center Blook. TeL Mala !
Pioneer building.
East Las Vegas, N M.
Visiting members are cordially invited. Richard
ttevlne, G. K.; Frank An?eL r. 8.
Professional health Culture for Ladi
MRS. OLLtE BHEARER
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
General Massage, Hair and 8ca
EL
KNIGHTS OF PV
Treatment, Facial Massage, MaDlcure
Plaza Hotel.
ev
THIAS Meets
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. a.
ery Monday .even
,1 ing in Castle Hall
f
Visiting
Knignti
" .v t tire cordially lnvlt
,"
Trouble
Surprising Cure
V
your
iff t'i. Chas Llebacs When you have trouble with don't
Chancelloi stomach or chronic- constipation,
aer,
Commander. Harry imagine that your case is- beyond help
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and just because your doctor fails to give
you relief. Mrs. G. Stengle, Plainfield,
Seal.

B.

P. O.
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The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
c'tub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northern
most of th group of Kroentg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed ja hunt or
fish upon this property except mem
bers of the club, and all persons go
ing there must be prepared to show
WANTED
Man to work on ranch;
membership card In this organiza
must be capable of handling team. tion.
Otherwise they will be prrest
Address J. M. Ackerman, Lamy, N. ed for trespassing.
M.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.
WANTED Lawn mowing,
cutting
weeds or: other work around premNOTICE.
ises. R. G. McAllister.
Call E.
The Deep Lake Hunting and Pish
G. Murphey's.
ing club has leased the lake known
WANTED Reliable girl of good mo- as the Deep iake which is located
rals for housework. No other need south of the La Jara take of this
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
apply. 1054 Seventh street.
Lakes Land company. No person will
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
WANTED
Competent stenographer
except members of the club,
property
and office clerk Answer in own
and all persons going there must be
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
prepared to show a membership card
in this organization. Otherwise they
Sssio
will be arrested for trespassing.
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
CHOICE R. I. Red chucks, 4 to 6
FISHING CLUB.
weeks old, 20c each. Also Barred
Rock chicks, 3 weeks old, 15o each.
Janet Beecher has been selected
Express prepaid on 50 or more. S.
to play the leading feminine part in
D. Metzler, Lyndon, Kansas.
Arno'id' Bennett's work, "The Great
FOR SALE Newspaper plant and Adventure," when it is produced next
season.
equipment. This plant formerly us
ed by the Joplin Tribune Publish
Maude Adams will tour America
ing company and is an
next
season In Barrie's new play,
plant in splendid condition. Goss
of Leonora," in which
The
Legend
Duplex 16 page press with drivin?
Mrs. Patrick Campbell and Sir John
apparatus, complete stereotypin
Hare are to appear in London.
outfit, several series of type in fine
condition, galleys, composing sticks,
E. J. Locke, author of "The Case of
Linoytpe machines,, several motors
from
H. P. to ton H. P. Becky," has written a play called
Alice Ga'ie
The1, Silevr Wedding."
brass leads, Blugs ad rules,, composIn
will
be
featured
Thomas
Wise
and
metal
ing tables, Imposing stones,
saws, slug saws, trimmers, mailing the new play.
room equipment, tools, office furni
ture including flat and roll top Brleux's new play about the worndesks, chairs, typewriters, safe, ad an who works, "La Femme Seuele,"
ding machine, stoves, tables, every is to be translated by George Ber
thing complete throughout. The nard Shaw for the Woman's theater
above for sale in whole or in part that soon will be opened in London.
For quick sale prices adrdess R. E,
Burns, care of Joplin Globe, or still
"The Refuge" Is the probable title
better call and look over the above,
John Glasworthy's new p'lay dealof
There's probably something you
of the weak.
want whether you are in the news ing with the rights
will produce the
Laurence
Isving
paper business or not.
piece in England and Charles Froh- the American
man ibas acquired
FOR SALE Range,, dining table and
rights.
1113
Eleventh
other furniture.
street.
Causes of Stomach Troubles
DESIRABLE residence, three 'lots, lor
Sedentary habits, lack of out door
sale cheap if taken qulf.it. Phone exorcise, insufficient mastication of
food, constipation, a torpid liver, wor
Main ?,
ry and anxiety, overeating, partaking
,t food and drink not suited to your
FOR SALE rerry Onion will se'i nee and occupation. Correct your
habits and take Chamberlain's Tablets
you 23 pounds of rhubard for $1.
and you will soon be well again. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
1 FOR SALE
de
$3
and
at
$2.50
Pigs
f livered in Las Vegas. Harry Mitt
I rice, Sapeilo, N. M.
PILLS
SlillCHESTEPi

,

ft
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ESSE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs, of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure- Ice.
20c per 10O lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
200 to 1.000 lbs, each delivery
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
per 100 lbs

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
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Mala 227

Phono

120.0

Lincoln Ave

EETAIL PRICES.
2.00Q
1,000

.20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

or More, Each Del very
to
2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
lbs,
lbs--

,

lbs., to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2001

50

AG

-

I.nlli--

i

CRYSTAL iOE

one-fourt- h

World."

CAR

evening
month at W. O. VV. Hall. Vli
munication first and
tlurd
brothers cordially invited. Howard
Thursday In
J. Thornhill
each month. Visiting
T. Davis; Dictator;
brothers cordially inSecretary.
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
LOST Open face silver watch. Leave
Pette-n- ,
W. M., H. 8
Secretary. j. e. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. Ml
at Optic and receive reward.
Meets every flral
I. O. of B. B,
LAS
VEGAS
NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vestry
COMMANDERY,
LOST Lady's gold
mono
watch;
r
rooms of Temple Montefiora l
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
gram. Return to Mary Hansen.
o'clock p. m. Vlsiflng brothers ar
conclave ec d Tues- Isaac Appol
v
cordially Invited.
day in each month at Ma
NOTICE OF SALE OF PROPERTY
3e
Greenclay.
Charlet
sonic Temple at 7:39 p. m. Q. H.
President;
FOR DELINQUENT TAXES
Klnkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme,
retary
Notice is hereby given that I, the
undersigned, treasurer and
0. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
collector of San Miguel county of the LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
1. Meets every Monday evening ai
state of New Mexico, will, on the 4th
AL ARCH MASONS Regular contheir hall on Sixth street All visit
day of August, A. D. 1913, at the hour
rotation first Monday In Ing brethren cordially ln.ted to at
of 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said
each month at Masonic
tend, F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gu
T. M. Elwood
V.
G.;
m.
7:30
H.
Lehman,
day, at the court house of the county
at
p.
Temple
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
of San Miguel at Las Vegas, New Mex-- .
Secretary; Farl Wertz, Treasurer:
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery tmst
ico, offer for sale separately and in
Blood, Secretary.
consecutive order each parcel of propAMERICA
erty upon which any taxes are delin- HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN- OF
ForeBt
of
Brotherly
in
the
S.
Meet
Meets
and
third
first
shown
as
so
tax
or
rolls
Fridays
quent
by the
at 7:30 p. m. in Kuonlo Temple,
Lore at Woodmen of the World
much thereof as may be necessary, to
Mr. J. o. Rutledjp, Wortay Mahall, on the second and fourth
realize the respective amounts due.
m.
Mondays of eaoh month at 8 p.
tron; Mrs. Acnes Tripp, Secretary.
Said sale shall continue until not
G.
Laemmle,
Consul;
S29.
C.
H, Stewart,
Telephone Mala
later than 4 o'clock In the afternoon
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local
of each day and from day to day at
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
uty. ViGiting members are espethe same hours for a period of 30 FRATERNAL
102
at
Mees
cially wolcome and) cordially invitevery Monday night
days unless all of said property shall
!
O.
ed.
R.
on
C.
avenue.at
Douglak
Hall,
be Bold qr the amounts due shall be
S o'clock.
Visiting members are
paid or realized before the expiration
. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
of said thirty days.
ATTORNEYS
Buhler
T.
J.
secretary;
president;
EUGENIO ROMERO,
O. H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
Collector,
Treasurer and

EMPRESS
George Broadhurst, whose pen ha
obproduced everything froM farce com'
can be
to serious drama, has written
.
i
.i
t
t
ia edy
tamed, m ims city nom
musical play called "The Song of tit-

LL GROCERS

on CHAPMAN

For

i

i

t,

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

AND

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Lost

AOVEP.

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

health
White

FOR RENT Five room cottage
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

H6e

FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnished house;
modern conveniences.
Apply 1026 Eighth street.

The agonizing discomfort and sense
suffocation that accompany hay
fever and asthma may be greatly alleviated by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound. It has soothing
effect on the mucus linings, and relieves the gasping and tickling sen- WANTED Situation; young man desires employment; out of doors
sation in the throat and bronchial
tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
moderate salary. Adpreferred;
Drug Store. Adv.
dress X. Y., care Mrs. M. V. Woods,
Hotel La Pension, East Las Vegas,
DON'T use a cough medicine con'Willie, you musn't fight any of the
N. M.
or morphine. They
opium
taining
boys In your class."
not
do
bowels
and
the
constipate
"Well, it you think I'm going out ol cure, only stifle the cough. Examine WANTED
Carpenters and painters;
my class and go up against some 11
the label and if the medicine conunion wages; Doard $5.50 per week,
pound guy you're mistaken."
it.
refuse
'harmful
tains these
opiates
you furnish your own bedding. V.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
E. Carson, Dawson, N. M.
no opiates, is healing and
contains
BIGGEST RACE PROBLEM
soothing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
WANTED Dressmaking; prices reasonable. Over York's store.

"First course, biscuits!' she twltr
tered. as they sat down to dinner.
her with his eyes,
Harold devo-iredevoured the biscuits with hia teeth
and avidity.
"Second course, biscuits!" she car
oled.
"How novel!" exclaimed Harold,
and devoured seven more.
The third course was biscuits, and
.as for the fourth, biscuits. It was a
dinner, and Harold did
justice to each course. For dessert
,'there were biscuits.
The next day after Harold had
been pronounced out of danger and
the doctor had assured him that the
Indigestion would not return if
the was careful about what he ate, the
"Bre'er Jones, does you think de
tyoung husband called his wife to his devil Is a black man or white man?"
iedslde. She approached with great
"I dunno; an' all I does know Is de
'trepidation. Biscuits had not been biggest race problem is how ter keep
mentioned between them in the inter ten yards ahead of him!"
nals that he was conscious during the
night. Now she expected to hear the i
tfi-- n
inuc
dreadful word.
vtni rmir
"Dearest," began Harold, "I think
I must have eaten something" she
was clinging to the bedpost for support "I think I must have eaten something that did not agree with me at
the club for lunch yesterday.'

Clove-lande-

OPTIC

COLUMN

:

iCOULD ONE DOUBT HIS LOVE?

For Rent

15he

Volcanoes on Island of Luzon Occasionally Devastate, but AUn
Supply Fertilizers.

i

Thora )a tnnn Pafarrh 111 this sec
the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
Jew years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10" drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the Wood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails Yo cure. Send for circulars and RATES
testimonials.
Address: F, J. CHENEY & CO., Totion of

,

UA

,

per
per
per
per
per

100 Iba.
100 Ibt.
100 lb.
100 lb.
100 Ibi.

PUR A COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE

...

-

y

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

V

Are Best

IS

Finders
ClassiflM ad4. search out the people to whom amont all
worth moat
thone who MIGHT B"SY th
particular thlsg
1

you want to sell Is WORTH MOST 10 tomaoa
the ads. in this aawapaper and would never hear
'
your property unless It wera advertised here.

That property

who

rads

Others, who read and an er ads. In this newspaper want laa
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used Eachiaary
and furniture, art: elms of usefulness of any sort, and rauetoal
strumeuts.

i.

A the classified ads. ara read by all poisibla buyeca, of all feasible aorta of thiiEt, taey kve com to be flndsrt of tn bosit
keta.

LAS VEGAS DAILY
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Town OoSesr?

o
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r
When a new fridge is needed, a road must be repaired, a courthouse is to be built,
where does the money come from? Do the mail order houses pay it? Hardly. They will
not even send a contribution to help buy a bell for the new church or to help a Fourth
of July Celebration. They pay no taxes in this town, and they are not concerned in its
prosper i t .

C

r

t

V

This town must be supported by its residents and those who live in the immediate
vicinit . If they insist on sending their money away then they are helping to kill
their town, and they are making it harder for them to pay the taxes necessary to
maintain local government and to make local improvements.

C)

j

()

O

You owe something to yourself, and you owe something to your neighbors. You
can help yourself by helping your neighbors. You can't injure your neighbors with-

r

out injuring yourself. When you send money to mail order houses you are hurting
your town, your neighbors and yourself.

O
f;

Spend ou M oney
W ere You flake It.
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!.AS VEGAS

THAT CAR OF WATERBIELOHS

LARGE DAMAGE

LOCAL NLWS
Light automobile lanijis
o'clock this evening.

DAILY OPTIC. SATURDAY, JULY 5, 1913.

For This Week

BY FIRE HERE

at S:04

&
ft

nif-Ca-

:

Tl7

me

at

in just a week ago, 1300

melons That means almost 260ft
persons pleased because they are
SOLD and we have another car
due rHURSDAY.

CANTALOUPES
lOc a.rvd

15c

Each

We get them direct from
er.' EVERY DAY.
''i fa!":,;- ,

I

the grow-

t

,dram ' Qi Taylor Bouf
rhe Opera Bar. Adv,

r
I

n

seen

La Sociedad de Aminos will give a
(Continued from Page One)
dance in the Fraternal Brotherhood
hall Friday evening. Adv.
were forced to withdraw to adistance.
Many people soaked their roofs to
Louis J. Marcus, an old timer of keep the embers from setting their
Las Vegas, Is now In Denver where houses afire. The Las Vegas Light
he Is under the doctor's care.
and Power company faa forced to turn
out all the lights on account of' the
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged danger from falling wires. After the
In wood. Direct from the distillery Are
had burned a short time the pass
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
age way between Ortega's second hand
Adv. store and the
dry goods store of Lopez and Sena became a roaring furThe monthly meetipg of the board nace.
:
of directors ot, the Commercial club
Soon after the water was turned on
will be held next Tuesday evening at the fire hose
burst causing a great
the club. All members of this board
delay as it was necessary to turn the
will govern themselves accordingly.
water off and change the hose. It was
just a year ago that the south side
Application was made in the :ourt of the Plaza was burned out
and
house Thursday afternoon by Perfec-tmany feared that this fire would burn
23
Gallegos, aged
years, of
out the block thereby
repeating th3
and Eloisa Hibera,
20
catastrophe of a year ago.
years, of Las Vegas, for a marriage
license.
During the absence of Miss Marie
Mann on vacation Mrs. Charles O'Mal-le- y
Yesterday afternoon the E. Romero
will have charge of the organ at
Hose and Fire company answered an fet. Paul s Memorial
church. The
alarm from the home of Lorenzo Del- - choir will meet at
practice at 7:15
gado. The fire was merely some rub- o'clock tonight in the church.
All
bish and a fence nrobablv set hv a members please be
present.
firecracker.
The county road board of San Mi
Word has been received from Mr. guel county held a L.eeting
July 2.
and Mrs. W. J. Mills who are now In One of the important transactions,
Chicago to the effect that Miss Made- was the election of Sostenes Delgado
line is rapidly recovering from her as secretary and treasurer of the orserious illness and has excellent chan- ganization. George H. Hunker was
ces for complete recovery.
chosen chairman. It was decided at
the meeting that the board1 will hold
The Greater Las Vegas band will regular public meetings once a month.
give its weekly concert in the Plaza
The Sewing club met this
park tomorrow evening. These conweek
cerns are very enjoyable affairs and with Miss Frances Myers. A very enare looked forward to with pleasure joyable afternoon was spent. Delicious refreshments were served. Those
by the citizens of Las Vegas.
present were Miss Ruth Winters, Miss
A' large number of the ranchers anrl Phoebe Hart, Miss Chella Van Petten,
farmers who reside in the surrounding ,r'ss Regina Stern, Miss Carrie Green-bergeMiss Leona Greenclay, Miss
country yesterday made a trip to the
city to take in the carnival and do Henrietta Rothchild and Miss Frances
other general business. The carnival Myers.
was well attended all day yesterday.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

COAL

TRtDE

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE ANDRE TA

L

I

MONEY TO ..LOAN
We are prepared to make first mortgage loans on Las Vegas real
estate. No "Red Tape."
Loans handled promptly and carefully.
Why not Invest your money In Las Vegas rear estate at present
prices? We can show you some bargains that are bound to make
you good money if you will take advantage of thera.
A

i

FEW GOOD HOUSES FOR. RENT.

The Investment and Agency, Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,

"in

Prest. and Mgr.

40.

,'

ing contest
the Martin
Wednesday
leys. The

the Strass team defeated
team by 370 pins last
evening at the Elks alnext game will be played
on Monday evening between
the
LAST
Trumbifll and Ament teams.

GREAT SHOW

A
y

c03 Lincoln Avenue.

--

L, J. Marcas, formerly a resident
of Las Vegas and well known here
The Don Carlos trained animals
by old timers, is now in Denver where
he will undergo an operation for show now playing at the Duncan opera
stomach trouble this week. Mr. Mar- house is the best that has ever percas Is in poor health and has been formed in this city.
under the doctor's care 'or several
The program is made up entirely of
weeks.
trained animals, with one exception,
that of "the acrobat. To see ponies
Roscoe Carl Patrick two years old, doing stunts that must have taken
son of Mrs. John Floyd, died in Santa months and months of
training is a
Fe this morning. The body will be rare treat.
brought here. Burial, which probably
Among the doga it is hard to single
will be Monday, will take place from out one that is better than another,
the residence of Mrs. F. Russell, No. but "Lazy Bones" certainly deserves
1228 Mora Avenue, the child's
special mention. He is a perfect
clown and to see him with his funny
antics would cure the worst case of
The exact number of people who the blues.
yesterday made the trip to the Hot
The monkeys, too, are great. They
Springs canyon on the special train impersonate persons to perfection and
were 305 people. This, however, does remove all doubt as to the evolution
ret count all those woh were at the theory. To see an ape as a hotel
canyon as a large number of autos clerk and a monkey as an elevator
and buggies made the trip, making boy In the best act of the show. The
the approximate number about 450 act, the Dog and
Monkey hotel, is
people.
something not often seen, and to see
a dog mimic the antics of a drunken
One of the most, remarkable con- man is the
most laughable thing imtracts that have ever been marie in aginable.
the world was entered into today at
The orchestra of the shows certainDenver between the well known Las
ly is a fine organization and one that
Vegas citizen, Buffalo Jones, and the deserves due credit.
managers of the Sells-Flotcircus.
The acrobat does
o

Sibil
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Groceries, Heats, Bread, Cakes, Fruits.
tables, Etc., call at

OR

Ff-IOW-

B

MAIN

''113-1- 7

things

or

.

ftaTENT.Am.ico
:

der the circumstances.

85J

L.

Lfeld.

;.;;'

for

$1.35

size

for 2

$9.00 7x9 Wall Tents. 10 oz
$12.75 10x12 Wall Tents. 10 oz.

$6.75
$9.50

AND SO ON

Water

J.

al. size Water

for

fl-8-

PRICES:

NOTE THESE

Bags.

C. JttHHSEN

size Water

a

SON

Douglas Ave.

3

623-62-

Bags.
15c for 25c Screen Door Sets.
$1 for
Camp Stoves,
worth fl.oO.
11.50 for
Camp Stoves,

worth

BUY At! AUTO DELIVERY WAGOU
Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

$2.

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers

15c for all sizes 25c stove
Pipe and Elbows.
15c for 25c large Glass Lemon Extractors.

whom you can
Durable in construction, reliable in operation, cheaper than horse power

satisfy.

f

for $1.75
Comblnette
White Enameled.
10c for 25c Folding Curling
Irons.
$1.25

...,
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BUSINESS MEN LEAVE
Investigate its merits and obtain full

ON TOUR OE COUNTRY

CHARLES

ILFBLLD

parlicul-r-

s

from

GOfflpAtftf,

(DIRECTORS OF UNITED STATES
CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
TO GET CLOSER VIEWS

DETECTIVE
Preparatory to
an invasion of the Pacific coast directors of the chamber of commerce
of the United States assembled here
today from eastern, southern and central
states. The first stop of the
tour will be made tomorrow at Omaha. A closer acquaintance with western business interests is sought by
the organization. Practically every
important center In the rar west will
be visited.
"The forthcoming tour will be by
far the most important one ever
taken in the interests of commerce
and industry In the western states,"
declared John H. Fahey, chairman of
the executive commltee, on his arrival today from Boston.
"With the increasing tendency toward federal regulation of domestic
commerce and with the fast growing
importance of our foreign trade, business becomes more dependent upon
national rather than state or local
regulation and legislation."
President Harry A. Wheeler of Chicago, will head the invading delega
tion. Word received here today indi
cated that extensive preparations had
been made to receive the visiting
"boosters" in the 20 cities where
stops are to be made.
Chicago,

July

N

5.

TA RY
I

BAKERY GOODS
6

THE BEST THAT

that are

CAN BE MADE

Taking the show as a whole it Is
one of the cleanest that have been
in the town and as for amusement it
can't be beat.

Adrress Major

fwt.

MHUFlETUMBrBvV

THE ADAH APPELL CO.
Port lahd. orecom

at times.

w

Cos

WATER RAG

od and difficult and are very
exciting

"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 3lst sea
Yesterday morning while playing son. Old management; old rates. Carnear a washing machine the nineteen riage out every Saturday. Leave ormonths old boy of Mr. and Mrs. H. ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel
A. Hurber, who reside on
the mesa,
SuhnrTthfi for The
was caught by the machine and seriOptic.
ous injury resulted. The accident
happened at about 9 o'clock in the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Hurber home. The washing machine
was being propelled Dy a gasoline
FOR SALE Brass bed, springs, chife
and when the child was caught
fonier, kitchen cupboard and other
hia dress pulled him between the
furniture. 1113 Eleventh street.
crank and chain of the machine. A
gash was cut down the child'R
FOR SALE Biast forge, anvil, crowresulted in the leg being broken. The
bars,
pulley blocks, scaffolding
boy was taken to the local
blocks.
1020 .National avenue.
hospital
and is there receiving treatment. Reports this morning say that he Is WANTED
box suitable
Large ir
doing as well aB can be expected unfor two or three
al tera of bt f.

For
Cash

:

El L5 tfwwc

SOUTH AFRICAN

'SHADOW

are

We

head-

quarters for fresh
and
Fruits in Season

Vegetables
J

2

STMEEIiniES

AND

CHERRIES EVERY DAY

lira

PEFONE

MAIN 4 and 2

,1efs

LO HAS THE

LUMBER CONSIGNMENTS

HlliHESI AVERAGE

OPERATIVE AT HEARING TELLS
HOW HE SECURED IMPORTANT EVIDENCE

BOSTON NATIONALS' PINCH HITTER HAS A BIG AVERAGE
OF .432

Chicago, July 6. A real detective
story was told in the "lumber trust"
hearing here today by Max A.,
employed bya Minneapolis
agency.
Dittbermer related that he tits instructed in 1908 to "shadow"; certain
consignments of lumber to. various
Chicago mail order houses, his particular object being to ascertain what
retail lumber dealers were selling to
mail order
houses.
Within two
months certain retailers became sus
picious that they were being watcned
and Dittbermer was given this angle
to the case in addition to his first
assignment.
He had little trouble iu discovering that a detective named Kenyon
was at work, posing as gypsum salesman.
Dittbermer saw that Kenyon
addressed mail to postofftce box 536,

Chicago, July 5. C. McDonald, the.
Boston Nationals star pinch hitter,
has raised his batting average to .432
according to unofficial figures published today. His lead is now practically 80 points over his nearest rival..
Only six of his 38 hits so far have
been for extra bases three triples
an dthree doubles.
Crandall of New York is next in the
National with .353, Cravath of Philadelphia has .346;! Hyatt of Pittsburgh .341; Daubert of Brooklyn, .333
and Win go of St. Louis. 336.

Ditt-berme- r,

STRIKE IN
Johannesburg,
aws proclaimed
rities here today
,city had become

Chicago.

The owner of this box, he said.
he found to be a well known detec-!- i
tive agency which he learned later
was engaged In gathering evidence to
Bhow that the retail leaders were in
a combination in restraint of trade as
was subsequently charged by the federal government.
Dittbermer then obtained a position as an operative for the second
agency, whose work was Inimical to
that of his original and real em
ployers. In this way, he testified,
he cot hold of all the evidence trath-- !
ered by employer No. 2 and turned
it over to his own agency.
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BRITISH

MINES

July 5. Martial law
by the British authoalthough by noon the
quiet and no further
firing was audible.
The utmost ac- -'
tivity prevails at police headquarters
whern manv MMrono v,n "5 ueen sworn
. .
.
aa ,naniai
mm, provided
Dlau,c
wlth ,rlfl and - Vi
,tll ridges.
Bloody riots connected with the general strike of the gold miners on the
Rand, which .caused the death of four
civilians and the wounding of 50 others in a fight yesterday between the
strikers and the troops, continued
throughout the night.
At midnight a mob looted a
gun- smlth 8lore and firing became general
suads of cavalry with drawn swords
patrolled all the streets, frequently
charging and scattering groups of riot- ers who constantly collected again to
loot the stores anl destroy the
tr5ct lamps, the light from wlifnii
heiPed the troops to discover the

ooki

WRECK IN TUNNEL
St. Louis, Mo., .July 5 Suffocating
of a Southern railwav train
stumbled blindly through a mile long
to reach the outer air when j urljers- Filin was incessant for hours
the engine, baggage and mail cars
after
in the riot .area and mnv
midnight
were derailed midway In the bore near
New Albanv. Inrl.. tnrlnv
TJennrta nfi further casualties occurred but.it was
the accident received by the general impossible to obtain accurate details
LeaJers of the federated trades
superintendent of the road here stated
l1lnion
disassociated themselves from
that while no one was
of
dozens
j
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ME HOME OF TOE; BEST
OF EVERYTHING EATABLE
I

The contract calls for the delivery
of a gorilla in New York by Buffalo
Jones, and for this the famous hunter
Is to receive $250,000. Buffalo Jones
will capture the animal by his well
known method of roping and tying
and if successful will be the first
man to capture a gorrila alive, that
is a gorilla of any size.
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DON CARLOS HAS

SHOW OF ENGAGEMENT
WILL BE HELD TONIGHT
AT
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

WOO

ACJ B.,

In the third game of tne Elks bowl-

for This Season

Tents

r,

& Co.

Closing Out Our Stock of

.rii,"!ft

l

WAGON

Now Is Your Opportunity
We Are

it

LAS1JGIII

1'iila-nuev-

THE OLD RELIABLE
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hurt,
persons were partly overcome by gas- es from the locomotive and sought
safety by scrambling through car windows and groping their way to wards
the entrance of the tunnel. Traffic
through the funnel was delayed five
hours While the tracks were being
cleared.

,ast nisWs developments which
they
ueciare were revolution.-- ,
r.ected with a movement
differing
from theirs which is a
general strike.
The printers on the Transvaal Leader struck today and those of
the other papers are also expected to
strike

WILSON'S TRAIN KILLS MAN
MADEROS TO EUROPE
Ma- New York, July 5. Ernesto
Bridgeport, Conn., July
ma
..
dero, brother of the late President killed at the stafinn ia,,
tuy tneluuuy
Francisco I. Madero of Mexico, sailed train to which President Wilson'
for Europe on the Olympic; today with wag attached was later ident'fl-- i

3.A

tives in rang.
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St. Vincent, hospital.
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